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We undertook the task of moving a boy
aged 2 and his little sister age 1 to their
adoptive family during May 2020 in the
middle of the Coronavirus pandemic.
There were several aspects of this to be
considered and it was vital that a thorough risk
assessment was undertaken beforehand. The
most important aspect being that all parties
were confident, comfortable and happy with the
arrangements and that the needs of children,
adopters and carers were carefully considered.
In our case we also had to consider the needs
and safety of another child in placement as well
as family members living at home.
We received an excellent, well thought out risk
assessment from the adoption team.
Throughout the process I was aware that there
would be some aspects of this transition that
were going to be very different from the ‘standard’
transition and so in was necessary think outside
the box at times in order to find alternatives to
the traditional structure – the importance being
to keep in mind the reasons behind why the
standard plans have been adapted using the
UEA model over the past few years and to try to
replicate these as closely as possible.
The process began with a virtual meeting
between adopters, carers, children and adoption
worker via Microsoft Teams. This gave adopters
the opportunity to ‘see’ the children and ‘meet’ us
before matching panel. We then began a much
more intensive series of communications via
email, telephone conversations and WhatsApp
messages to give the adopters as much
information about the children’s routine/likes/
dislikes/character and personalities as possible,
as I was very aware of the fact that, although
they had seen the children vis Teams, this is very
different to actually meeting them in person.
This not only passed on information but also
began the very important process of building up
a good relationship in the absence of any face to

face meeting. Obviously this is important in any
transition but I felt that, due to the intensity of
the proposed plan, it was vital.
All involved parties agreed to self- isolate for
2 weeks prior to the first face to face visit. All
adults also had COVID-19 tests one week prior to
beginning to ensure they were clear of the virus
(this in itself caused extra stress as one adult had
an inconclusive result so had to be retested!). This
all resulted in everyone feeling much happier and
safer to proceed.
Plans were made for the self-isolation by
booking online shopping slots for the duration
of the transition including post transition visits.
Arrangements were made with friends/family
to ensure any essential shopping or collecting
of medication etc could continue during this
period, especially as carers would be providing
hospitality to adopters. Cars were filled with fuel
so as to avoid refuelling during transitions.
Matching panel took place virtually and the
match was ratified 6 days before physical
transitions were to begin. This was an extremely
busy time – I was aware that adopters had not
had the opportunity to see the house where the
children had been living and so I took a video of
the house and garden going from room to room
– the adopters commented on how this made
them feel more comfortable when visiting for the
first time as they knew what to expect.
We also began a series of video chats – we
used WhatsApp as we were familiar and
comfortable with that. Each day we had 4-5
video conversations between the children and
the adopters – they experienced every aspect
of the children’s routine – mealtimes, playtimes,
story-time (they read a favourite story to them
one evening as we had both bought the same
book), morning routine (seeing the children as I
walked into their room and saying good morning
to them), bedtime (seeing their routine and the
them tucked up in bed and being able to say

goodnight). These all proved to be extremely
useful in familiarising the children with their
mummy and daddy very regularly throughout
these pre-visit days, as well as giving the couple
a detailed picture of the routines, likes, dislikes
and personalities of their children before they
had even met! I certainly felt that this was a huge
bonus of transitions during the pandemic and
would certainly want to repeat this in future.
These familiarisation videos went hand in hand
with a beautiful photobook the adopters had
made of themselves, home and pets including
the bedroom for the children – the little boy had
already chosen his bed before even seeing it! We
also had A4 size photos of mummy and daddy to
fasten onto their cots – all sent by the adopters
ready to use after ratification.
After 4 days of intensive video chats I felt
everyone needed a breather and so we had a
day free re-commencing on day 6. This gave
everyone time to relax before we began what
would be a very intensive, short programme of
face to face transitions.
We had 4 long, full days with adopters spending
from morning until the children were asleep in
our home. This went extremely well; there was a
definite ‘connection’ between the children and
the adopters from their first meeting which I
feel was due to the numerous video chats and
photographs used in the previous week. The
adopters were very aware of the routine and
were able to start more of the caring tasks much
sooner – by the end of day three they had cared
for the children exclusively throughout that day.
One of the most important parts of the plan in
my opinion was the need for the adopters to take
a break each day – we were unable to go out of
the house for a walk etc. and so I had allocated
the study as a quiet place for them to retreat
to every afternoon with a drink and a book! It
gave them space to think and reflect without
disturbance and a quiet time for them to relax

undisturbed. This was much appreciated by them
and an important part of the process as this part
of the programme was so intense and there
wasn’t a planned ‘rest day’ as is usual. During this
part of the plan we ensured that, as the children
became more comfortable, the adopters spent
time alone with the children – we spent time in
the house while they were in the garden etc.again, this made up for the fact that they were
unable to take the children out alone.
Towards the end of the plan, I did all of the
transporting to enable the adopters to spend a
little more time at home preparing for the arrival
of the children; it also meant that the children
did not have to get used to a new car/car seats
unnecessarily as they were not planning any
outings for the foreseeable future.
Once the children had officially moved, we all
planned to self-isolate for the following 10 days
to enable visits to the children interspersed with
video chats. Three face to face visits took place
and the ongoing plan was to continue video
chats so that the children realise that we have not
‘disappeared’ - this seems to have worked very
well. I am still in contact now via video calling.
The adopters are incredibly sensitive to the needs
of both children and particularly the older of
the two who often carries around the blanket I
crocheted for him saying ‘see Liz now’ and the
adopters will instigate a video call.
In conclusion, it was very interesting and
thought provoking – having previously
completed transitions under the newer format
following research from UEA, it was challenging,
but also very rewarding to try to cover the
recommendations to ensure a smooth transition
for the children and adopters with the restrictions
of COVID-19 and keeping safe at the forefront of
everyone’s mind.

For further resources and information on the UEA Moving to Adoption model see
www.movingtoadoption.co.uk

